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Abstract: Managing environmental information is a demanding task, which en-
gages serious amounts of efforts by environmental scientists working in public in-
stitutes or the industrial sector. In order to reduce the workload required and dis-
engage environmental scientists from trivial tasks, as data transformation and re-
viewing, we developed an Agent-based Middleware for Environmental Informa-
tion Management (AMEIM for short). Our approach, presented in this paper, util-
izes software agents that undertake environmental data management tasks. Soft-
ware agents in AMEIM are capable to fuse and preprocess environmental data. 
Taking under account the requirements of the application domain, AMEIM's core 
functionalities, the agent-based architecture and the platform developed in Java 
are detailed. The AMEIM system is fully customizable and follows an extendable 
architecture. Also, reasoning capabilities can be incorporated into AMEIM agents 
for supporting decision-support features.  
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1 Introduction 

In the last decades, there has been a remarkable transition of society’s values re-
lated with the natural environment and sustainability. As a consequence, the pub-
lic, non-governmental organizations, local authorities and the government ask for 
access to environmental data and information. In this respect, Environmental In-
formation Systems are called to expand their target user groups with the above-
mentioned “new users”, and incorporate sophisticated services for satisfying ac-
cordingly the letter's needs. As a result, data management activities of public envi-
ronmental monitoring centers or private industries are required to be strengthened 
by supporting advanced information services. The common practice in both public 
and industrial sector, for many years, was the use of environmental data for in-
house purposes and studies. Typically, environmental data are stored in several 
diverse formats and media in local repositories, not easily reusable and in no case 
accessible by the third parties, as the new users.  

The advances of the Information Technology (IT) sector can be proven valuable in 
the specific problem-space. The key characteristics of the environmental data 
management domain are mounted on two pillars. This first concerns with data 
availability and quality. Swayne recently underlined that “the problems of data 
quality and availability in environmental systems are areas of research that con-
tinue to require support” and that “the advances in database technology are not 
uniformly available in the environmental domain” [Sway03]. The second pillar is 
related to the ever-increasing needs for environmental data. Current policies both 
in Europe and in the United States impose that environmental data, as public sec-
tor information should be disseminated to everyone [EC98].  

In this background, it is acknowledged that significant efforts are required for pro-
viding environmental information services to wide audiences, through the exploi-
tation of IT methods. Information Technology is not simply required to overcome 
the obstacles of legacy systems, data noise and redundancy, lack of data standardi-
zation and variety of data formatting and aggregation, but to automate the envi-
ronmental data review processes by incorporating decision support capabilities. 
Towards this direction drives the work presented in this paper that utilizes soft-
ware agent technology for managing environmental data, stored in various formats 
and diverse sources, and providing ultimately advanced information services to a 
wider user group. 
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2. Environmental Information Systems with agents 

2.1 Environmental information systems 

There are several definitions of Environmental Information Systems (EIS) in the 
literature. One of the most generic ones was given by Günter: "EIS are concerned 
with the management of data about the soil, the water, the air, and the species in 
the world around us" [Günt98]. Günter also proposes a conceptual framework for 
��S that structures the data flow into 4 phases: data capture, storage, analysis, and 
metadata management. This flow corresponds to a complex aggregation process 
gradually transforming the incoming raw data into concise documents suitable for 
high-level decision support [Günt98]. It is commonly accepted that a straightfor-
ward data storage procedure is not sufficient for environmental data. Rather the 
filtering of meaningful and up-to-date information on the state of the environment 
is required to support administrative and planning tasks related to environmental 
protection [PaRa01]. Hence, EIS goal is to process environmental data in order to 
increase both data (re)usability and quality. In addition, an EIS is required to deal 
with both domain uncertainties encapsulated in data and data overflow of envi-
ronmental information. Various user groups have to be served by an EIS, includ-
ing the environmental scientists and institutes, as well as the public, NGOs, indus-
try and the government. In this paper, we present how EIS objectives can be satis-
fied using software agents, which mediate between diverse data sources and the 
final users. 

2.2 Agent technology 

In the above-mentioned background, we utilized software agent technology for 
achieving the struggling task of managing environmental information. The last 
decades, agent technology has emerged as a powerful metaphor for developing 
software, which builds upon (and takes advantage of) several disciplines of com-
puter science, including artificial intelligence, human-computer interaction, com-
puter networks, and software engineering. As agent technology is still on the rise, 
there is not a commonly accredited definition of agent and its characteristics. 
However, one of the most generic definitions is that of Franklin and Graesser: "An 
autonomous agent is a system situated within and a part of an environment, that 
senses that environment and acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and 
so as to effect what it senses in the future" [FrGr96]. In that respect, key character-
istics of agency are the abilities of sensing the environment, acting autonomously 
and taking decisions. However, an agent can be characterized by some of the fol-
lowing attributes: temporal continuity, responsiveness, proactiveness, social abil-
ity, mobility, veracity, benevolence, rationality, cooperation, character, and adap-
tiveness [Etsi95, WoJe95].  
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2.3 Related work 

Although an agent can be considered as a powerful metaphor that can be utilized 
as a common abstraction for the entire software development process, including 
modeling and development stages, agent technology has been exploited to a lim-
ited extent in the environmental domain. Various agent-based practices for envi-
ronmental software have been applied in diverse fields, varying from simulation 
platforms to distributed problem solving. In this paper, we focus on agent-based 
applications related to environmental data management issues.  

In this type of EIS, there are just a few agent-based attempts reported in the litera-
ture. Among them is the EDEN-IW (Environmental Data Exchange Network for 
Inland Water) platform. EDEN-IW [Fell+03] uses "independent agents" for sup-
plying scientists, citizens and decision-makers with environmental-related infor-
mation, through an intelligent interface that operates as a "one-stop-shop". An-
other application is the NZDIS System (New Zealand Distributed Information 
System) [Purv+03]. In NZDIS, software agents are used for submitting queries to 
environmental databases in a seamless way. A third application reported in the lit-
erature is the Forecast Streamlining and Enhancement Project, developed for the 
Australian Bureau of Meteorology. In this approach, agents are used for identify-
ing and using data and services in an open, distributed environment [Dan+03]. The 
common ground among these applications is that in all them, software agents are 
used as interfaces for accessing information stored in distributed databases. How-
ever, this is only a part of an environmental data management system's functional-
ities, which is required to incorporate customizable information services for a va-
riety of users. 

In this paper, we build upon our experiences in developing environmental data 
management systems with agents. In previous works, we have used software 
agents, situated in a layered architecture, for providing advanced information ser-
vices, in different application fields. In particular, the O3RTAA system employs 
software agents for assessing air quality data [AtMi04a, Atha+03], while the 
ABACUS system uses an analogous architecture for managing meteorological ra-
dar data [Atha+05]. Based on these two applications, we proposed (elsewhere) a 
generic methodology for applying agent technology in environmental data man-
agement systems [AtMi04c]. Taking a step ahead, this paper presents a reusable 
platform, which realizes a generic architecture for developing agent-based sys-
tems, operating as a middleware application between environmental data pools 
and the final users of environmental information.   

2.4 Problem description 

As mentioned above both environmental institutes and private companies require 
EIS, for managing environmental information. The key issue in such systems is to 
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capture, preprocess and consequently diffuse environmental information in custom 
presentation formats in an automated, transparent way that will require minor in-
terference of environmental scientists. In a generic view of such system, data 
could be stored in remote locations and in diverse formats, while preprocessing 
activities, data reviewing and transformation for homogeneous presentation would 
require significant time and effort by the environmental experts. The main objec-
tive of AMEIM is to intervene between environmental data fountains and the final 
users, for assisting the environmental experts with their work, by: 

a. Providing transparent access to diverse environmental data pools,  

b. Reviewing and validating environmental data (as uncertainties are typi-
cally involved in the environmental domain), 

c. Supplying the end users with customized, ready-to-use information, in 
different abstraction and aggregation levels. 

In order to realize these goals, AMEIM exploits agent technology for providing 
the infrastructure required for delivering critical tasks involved in environmental 
information processing, which typically require significant efforts by human ex-
perts. These tasks are undertaken by AMEIM's agents who are responsible for ac-
cessing environmental data sources, pre-processing, validating and fusing raw data 
into environmental information schemes, and disseminating and reporting envi-
ronmental information.  

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 3 presents AMEIM's soft-
ware requirements specification, Section 4 the agent-based design of the platform 
and Section 5 presents the implantation details. Finally, the developed platform is 
demonstrated.  

3 AMEIM Key Requirements  

3.1 AMEIM's scope and operational environment 

AMEIM has been designed to intervene between environmental data pools and the 
end-user applications. An abstract view of the system is shown in Figure 1. 
AMEIM interweaves multiple data streams produced by (or lying in) the Envi-
ronmental Data Pools and supplies the End-User Applications with pre-processed, 
ready-to-use information. Sensor devices, remotely accessed documents (via FTP 
or HTTP), or locally stored databases and files, operate as the data fountains of the 
system. Even if both the topology and the procedure may vary for each installa-
tion, we use the generic term data streams to describe the data perceived by sensor 
devices or lying in a local or remote data storage medium. These data streams are 
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the inputs of the AMEIM system and inherit the critical characteristics of envi-
ronmental data, such as low reliability, redundancy, and poor semantics. In most 
cases, data streams are incompatible with the needs of the majority of the end-user 
applications, including database systems, domain specific software, and reporting 
services over the web. In such environments, AISLE operates as an intermediate 
layer supporting data fusion and dissemination. 

  

 

Figure 1. AMEIM operational environment 

 

3.2 Abstract architecture 

In order to realize AMEIM’s objectives, its key functionalities have been grouped 
in three distinct, yet cooperative clusters of services:  

a. The Contribution Cluster, which is responsible for data collection and 
validation.  

b. The Management Cluster that focuses on data management and pre-
processing activities.  

c. The Distribution Cluster, which provides the appropriate interfaces to 
end-user applications.  
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The AMEIM mechanism, as a synergy of clusters, is shown in Figure 2. Incoming 
data streams traverse among the three clusters, which form a hierarchy. The out-
come of the system is customized information to the end users.    

 
Figure 2. The AMEIM mechanism, as a synergy of three co-operative clusters 

of services. 

 

Software agents, which are the building blocks of AMEIM, undertake the key re-
sponsibilities of each cluster. There are four distinct generic agent types:  

1. Contribution Agents (CA), acting as the implicit data receptors of 
AISLE. 

2. Data Management Agents (DMA), responsible for data fusion and pre-
processing. 

3. Distribution Agents (DA), acting as an interface to the end-user applica-
tions. 

4. The Graphical User Interface Agent, which interacts with the platform 
administrator and orchastrates the platform agents.  

3.2 User Classes and Characteristics 

AMEIM's users are separated into two groups: direct and indirect users. "Direct" 
are characterized these users who actually use the platform, while "indirect" are 
those who will benefit from its services. In this respect, direct users are the envi-
ronmental scientists, the platform administrators and the computer scien-
tists/developers. Indirect users include the government, the industry and the pub-
lic.  
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Environmental scientists work on a frequent basis with environmental data fused 
by the AMEIM platform. In principal, there are no programming skills required by 
them for using AMEIM's graphical user interface. Using the GUI they will be en-
abled to operate the platform, and to add new (or customize existing) services and 
data pools by activating the appropriate codes written by the software engineers.  

Software Engineers – Developers will add new functions to the system in order 
to extend its functionality. The code of these functions can be re-used by the envi-
ronmental scientists through the GUI. The frequency of their use of the system is 
determined by the necessity of getting new features and releases to the system. 

Administrators are responsible for updating the system when a new release or 
new features are available. Typically, they will work rarely on the system.  

The indirect users are those who benefit from the information services supplied by 
the system. Typically, they do not need any programming skills, as they do not 
work directly on the system. In this category fall:  

- The Governmental institutes that acquire information, through the plat-
form, on a regular basis, according to legal guidelines or institutional prac-
tices. 

- The Private companies and industries; these get access to environmental 
information, custom presentations and reports through the system. Their fre-
quency of system use may vary according to their business activity domain.  

- The public is informed by custom handouts and web services for the condi-
tions of the living environment.  

3.4 System Features 

In an abstract level, data are manipulated by agents as follows:  In the Contribu-
tion layer data are captured and validated, in the Management layer all the proc-
essing and transformation/aggregation activities take place and finally, through the 
Distribution layer they are delivered to the direct and indirect users of the system. 
In the followings, the main features of AMEIM platform are detailed. 

In the Contribution layer, CAs acquire data originally in different format types 
and in diverse sources, as files on internet servers, databases or sensors. Each CA 
is responsible to review and validate incoming data streams and ultimately to de-
liver preprocessed data to DMAs. CAs is required to differentiate their behavior 
for the various input sources, following "pull" or "push" strategies. Input sources 
that push data in the system (as for example sensors), typically have no local stor-
age, so CAs need to monitor them continuously and capture data as they are pro-
duced (i.e. in an online way). On the other, data stored in files or databases have to 
pulled by CAs. In this respect, CAs is required to query these mediums for extract-
ing the appropriate data.  
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In the Management layer, DMAs fuse data coming from diverse sources in a 
common data scheme, creating joint presentations (views on data). According to 
the direct user inquires, DMAs prepare presentations, files or data output streams, 
which are further disseminated through the Distribution layer, via web services, 
email, or other forms. Direct users have full control of the data manipulation proc-
ess, and are enabled to load preprocessing functions in the DMAs. 

In the Distribution layer, DAs deliver the processed information to their final 
destination (indirect or direct users). DAs can use several ways of diffusing infor-
mation as web messages, email and handouts, via SMPT, FTP or HTTP protocols. 
Direct Users are enabled to define email distribution lists, and to customize these 
services. 

4. AMEIM design 

4.1 Architecture Design 

Figure 3 illustrates the conceptual design of the AMEIM system, as a layered 
agent architecture. A set of CAs, DMAs and DAs cooperate in a structured way 
for delivering information services to the end users. 

 

Figure 3: Architecture design of AMEIM system 
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Data flows through the system and pass through all three layers. The contribution 
agents acquire and review raw data from sensor devices or from local or remote 
files and databases. CAs push validated data to the processing layer. In the proc-
essing layer, each DMA receives information from several CAs (i.e. from different 
original sources), preprocess it appropriately, and ultimately sends customized 
data views to the delivering layer. There, DAs take care for delivering the output 
of the system to the end users. The output of the system could be a file, an email, a 
handout or a notification on the GUI. All agents in the system have a small mem-
ory to save their operational parameters. 

4.2 Agent roles in AMEIM 

The Gaia methodology [Wool+00,Zamb+03] for agent-oriented analysis and design 
has been used to specify in detail the functionalities and the communication of 
AMEIM platform. Agent behavioral patterns in Gaia are specified using roles. A 
role can be viewed as an abstract description of an entity’s expected function. In 
Figure 4 the CA's role is specified in Gaia. 

 
Role Schema: Contribution Agent (CA) 
������������������������������������������������������� 
Description: 

CA is responsible for acquiring raw data or files from external sources, as sensors, local or re-
mote databases and directories. It can realize both pull and push strategies for this function. 
Also, it is responsible for reviewing and validating the captured data, exploiting decision mak-
ing capabilities. CA transforms the data acquired in a common, context-rich format.  

������������������������������������������������������� 
Protocols and Activities: 

MessageReceiver, ReceiveParameters, CaptureData, ContributeData, DataValidation, Re-
ceiveParameters, SendData 

������������������������������������������������������� 
Permissions : 

Reads input measurements, files, sensor data 
Reads BehaviourParameters 

������������������������������������������������������� 
Responsibilities: 

Liveness: CA = MessageReceiver, ReceiveParameters, [[CaptureData || ContributeData]*, 
DataValidation, SendData]* 

Safety:   BehaviourParameters � null 
 

Figure 4. The Contribution Agent Role using Gaia 

In a similar way, the Roles of DMA, DA, and GUIA have been specified. Using 
the Gaia specifications for agent system analysis and design, the agent protocols, 
interactions and services have been defined. In Figure 5, the Agent Model and the 
Acquaintance Model are presented. 
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���� �� ��

Figure 5. (a) The Gaia Agent Model, and (b) the Acquaintance Model of the 
AMEIM system 

4.3 Agent communication for information flow  

As defined in Section 3, agent communication in AMEIM ensures the propagation 
of information through the system's clusters. Agent communication in AMEIM 
has been specified in detail using the Agent-Object-Relationship Modelling Lan-
guage (AORML) [Wagn03]. Figure 6 presents the external AORML diagram of 
the system. On start up, only the GUIA is created and active. GUIA launches the 
system's user interface, gets the system parameters from the user,  launches at run-
time all CAs, DMAs and DAs and, ultimately, starts the system process.  
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Figure 6: External AORML model for AMEIM 
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5. AMEIM software development 

AMEIM has been developed using the Java Agent Development Environment 
(JADE). JADE is a framework supporting agent-based development in Java, in a 
seamless way [Bell+03a, Bell+03b]. In addition, an ontology has been developed 
using Protégé-2000, for describing all agent concepts and predicates of the system. 
AMEIM's implementation confronts to the FIPA specifications for agent devel-
opment and communication [FIPA02].  

Figure 7 presents a typical message communicated by AMEIM agents for ex-
changing environmental information. It is structured using FIPA's Agent Commu-
nication Language. The system's GUI is depicted in Figure 8. Through the GUI, 
the user may customize agent behavior and add (or terminate) AMEIM agents. 

 
 (inform 
  :sender (agent-identifier :CA1) 
  :receiver (set (agent-identifier :DMA1)) 
  :content 
    "((SendPREADataToPROAMessage  
     (PREADataToPROA  
       :TypeOfData Sensor  
       :Data "<value>28.0</value> 
              <validationTag>VALID</validationTag> 
              <level>Low</level>"))) 
  :language fipa-sl 
  :ontology AgentSystem) 

Figure 7: A typical agent message communicated by a CA to a DMA 
 
 

 
Figure 8: AMEIM's graphical user interface. 
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6. Discussion 

The designed MAS is able to capture data from several external sources and to 
validate the incoming data. Invalid data can be estimated by the AMEIM and for 
this purpose the PREA is able to use the data from other external sources 
supported by other PREAs  specified as neighbours. 

The MAS supports two modes of operation for capturing different kinds of 
external sources. The message passing in the system is asynchronous, but with the 
help of behaviours the system is able to simulate a behaviour which works in 
cycles and thus it can simulate a synchronous behaviour if needed. 

The AMEIM supports the use of several kinds of formats except for formats that 
use special characters not supported by strings in Java. 

The AMEIM ver. 1.0 shows that a MAS can be used as a middleware to support 
the capturing of environmental information and to present the data in the desired 
way so that the direct user can implement all kind of transformations and use all 
kind of data through the function classes. The AMEIM handles all the data 
without knowing the exact data format which shows the functionality of the 
system that is able to reach its goals without such information. 

The AMEIM shows that agents can handle such tasks and explains why agents are 
a good choice for such a design. Even if one agent crashes, his crash does not 
affect the system. This structure of agents shows why a MAS has advantages 
against a centralized architecture or single agent system which would crash if one 
part is missing. So in further version of the AMEIM it is important to implement a 
routine which guarantees that a crashing agent has no effect on the whole MAS. 
But this implementation can easily be done and needs only some changes in the 
ReceiverBehaviour and the function classes to implement such functionality.  

In general, the AMEIM shows its ability to support environmental institutes in the 
autonomous capturing, validating and presenting of data in the desired way. The 
AMEIM needs improvements to support a broader field of applications but the 
AMEIM and the diploma thesis show that a MAS can handle such tasks and is 
able to support environmental institutes in further versions which are more user-
friendly and have more functionality than the version 1.0. 
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